A folk tale in the Netherlands tells of a girl turned into a tulip. When three different knights asked for the girl’s hand in marriage, she was unable to choose one and asked a fairy to turn her into a flower. The story says that the crown, sword, and gold given to the girl by the three knights were turned into the flower’s petals, leaves, and bulb, respectively. This bouquet of tulips calls to mind this romantic folk tale. Attach a card to the bouquet and give as a gift - or use it to decorate your own room.

- **Parts list (pattern)**: Twenty nine A4 sheets (No. 1 to No. 29)
- **No. of Parts**: 65

*Build the model by carefully reading the Assembly Instructions, in the parts sheet page order.*
Do not hit other people with the pointed edges. Doing so could result in injury. Adults should make sure that children observe this caution.
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